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In the example of the hanging chain we had a constraint on

the integral.

We will here consider the case when we have a constraint on the

the integrand, for example as for the Atwood machine where x+y=const,

in general const.

Hamilton's principle applies also when the coordinates are constrained

so the integral

is stationary.

Assume that we follow a "right" path x(t), y(t) and imagine a small

displacement to a "wrong" path

If we assume that both paths are consistent with the constraint

equation, the variation of the action must vanish

Writing            in terms of          and         we get

We could treat this case by eliminating one of x and y, but the alternative

method presented here also allows us to �nd the constraint forces.

due to Hamilton's principle.
(since we are considering
a physical path)

(We can �nd paths not 
consistent with the constraint
equation for which the variation
does not vanish, but we are 
only interested in the possible
paths, consistent with the 
constraint.)



Integrating the 2nd and 4th terms by parts gives
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(same equation as 
many times before)

If this was true for any displacement we could show two separate

Euler-Lagrange equations, but we do have a constraint and are only

just as we got two equations before

interested in paths for which

Multiplying this with a so far arbitrary function, the Lagrange multiplier

and adding to         we get

Since is an arbitrary function we can choose it such that the bracket in front

of vanishes! But since the whole the bracket in front of

must vanish as well, and we obtain two modi�ed Lagrange equations:

The Lagrangian for the present discussion is 

Inserting this into the �rst Lagrange equation we get,

pot cstr

and one unknown Lagrange multiplier instead of just one equation.

(This may not seem very useful, but as we shall see it allows us to identify the force.)

meaning that the force from the constraint is given by             .

(This works in more than 
2d as well, but the proof is 
more complicated.)



Example: Atwood machine using Lagrange multipliers

In terms of x and y we have the Lagrangian

and the modi�ed Lagrange equations,

The constraint equation is

const

gives

From the constraint we have 

so the constraint force acting on          is

Adding              and            gives us  

Subtracting        from       gives us  

Check: 
cstr cstr

dim (    ) = dim(ma)

So now we know how strong the rope must be!
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The vibrating string

Consider a string stretched between

The string has constant density, s.t. 

and is very stretchet s.t. the tension T remains approximately constant

during small deformations. Investigate small transversal vibrations: 

For a "small" function y(x) we have 

x is constant for transversal vibrations

local extension in the interval dx

If the extension is small

we can make a Taylor series

Lagrangian density

double integral!

extension

two points at distance   .

For the action we have
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(Not in
Taylor)



Extremizing the action <=> extremizing a double integral.

We can thus see this as a problem of type

two underlying variables of integration

one generalized coordinate

one derivative for each 
integration variable

one function

According to Exercise sheet 1, task 6, we then have

derivative w.r.t. 
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This is the wave equation with soultion



The vibrating string using an in�nite number of 
generalized coordinates

We have described the vibrating string using

one generalized coordinate

two variables of integration 

We will now see that we can instead consider the system using 

an in✁nite number of generalized coordinates

one for each

one variable of integration

Split the string in N intervals with length

and consider each

as a generalized coordinate.

We seek L.

The kinetic energy in interval i is given by

and the potential energy by

average

tension

extension
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interval i

evaluation misplaced 1/2 interval,
OK, as di✂erence ->0 as N-> 



where

In total:

For each i we have the Lagrange equation:

from interval i from interval i+1

small

So, we recover the same wave equation as before, but using an in�nite number

of coordinates         .
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derivative 
small



When and we get

where is the Lagrangian density.

Lagrangian densities are very important for understanding 

quantum �eld theory.
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Study the wave equation                                  in the coordinates

In the same way:

due to wave equation

with solutions

(As di�erentiating w.r.t.          AND           we get 0.)

The functions and are determined by the

initial conditions

We get a factor 

from and a -

from

Forming the linear combination
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If we consider the solutions 

and

separately, we see that 

looks the same at constant

value of 

We also see that nothing beyond vt can be a�ected by what happens at x=t=0.

In particular, for light we have: 

const
const

x=ctx=-ct

future of O

past of O

elsewhere elsewhere:O

.
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nothing here 
can be a�ected by
events in O

light cone


